General Assembly - 20th Session
UNHQ, N.Y., 8 November 1965
UN 35mm composite negative 933'

1369th Meeting - Question of China. Empty seats of delegates after walk-out.

1 ms  Mr. Huot Sambath (Cambodia) speaking in French
2 mls Silent cut-ins of delegates listening:
      Sweden (npl.), USA (npl.), China (npl.),
      Albania (npl.) and Cameroon (npl.)
3 ms  Silent cut-in: President Amintore Fanfani and UNSG U Thant listening
4 mls Silent cut-ins of delegates listening:
      Algeria (npl.), USSR (npl.) and China (npl.)
5 ms  Mr. Liu Chieh (China) speaking
6 ls   Silent cut in of empty seats after walk-out:
      USSR, Albania, Ukranian SSR, Algeria, etc.
7 ls Mr. Arthur Goldberg (USA) speaking
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